tion 3. Here we mainly discuss reactions such as hydrogen evolution reaction, which is important for energy conversion, and CO 2 reduction, which is essential for environment protection. We do not limit other scope in homogeneous NPs, the edge sites in heterostructures are more intricate and an introduction to these is presented. Many catalytic reactions require cooperation between various components, thus the activities may be ascribed to the novel interface. However, the lattices on both sides of the interface would greatly hinder the approach of substrates, thus almost no activity could be found at the interior interface. This is to say that the edges of interface are pivotal for activities, so we also review this area. There are also other kinds of edge structures which cannot be simply explained as natural boundary of surfaces. If the edges of NPs are active for applications, an intuitional method to reduce the use of expensive catalyst is to construct nanoframes (NFs) which only contain edges. NFs, together with ultrathin nanowires (UNWs), are considered as atypical edges of novel structures in this review. Untangling the intersecting lines (edges) in NFs can lead to nanowires (NWs). UNWs are an emerging hot topic of material fabrication and applications. However, the detailed structures of UNWs are far from well-known, so it is hard to determine whether UNWs could resemble conventional edges in nanoparticles or not now. But with the fast developing speed of high resolution and non-destructive analytic methods, we should be confi dent that the answer would be soon solved. In the sections afterward, we present some areas concerning edges not only for the application as catalyst, edges of graphene could determine various properties. The researches on their atomic structures may shed light on research of other materials' edge structures. In conclusion, there are many types of edge structures, a comprehensive review of them could help with their applications.
Edges are special sites in nanomaterials. The atoms residing on the edges have different environments compared to those in other parts of a nanomaterial and, therefore, they may have different properties. Here, recent progress in nanomaterial fi elds is summarized from the viewpoint of the edges. Typically, edge sites in MoS 2 or metals, other than surface atoms, can perform as active centers for catalytic reactions, so the method to enhance performance lies in the optimization of the edge structures. The edges of multicomponent interfaces present even more possibilities to enhance the activities of nanomaterials. Nanoframes and ultrathin nanowires have similarities to conventional edges of nanoparticles, the application of which as catalysts can help to reduce the use of costly materials. Looking beyond this, the edge structures of graphene are also essential for their properties. In short, the edge structure can infl uence many properties of materials.
Introduction
Tailoring the morphologies of nanomaterials has achieved great success in catalyst optimization. What are the key factors to tune the catalytic properties? The answers may be complicated. From the view of band theory, the morphology varies the energy bands of particles. [ 1 ] From the point of chemistry, size effect in performance is related with higher content of surface atoms. [ 2 ] However, these kinds of explanations are not always suitable in every case. Band theory is usually applied in reactions with light as the energy input. [ 3 ] Particles with smaller size possess larger amount of surface atoms, however, it is not always true that smaller particles show better performance. [ 4 ] Unveiling the mystery underneath the high catalytic activity is a tough but meaningful and valuable work. From the view of geometry, any particles are enclosed by several facets, the intersection of facets is an edge, and the intersection of two edges is a corner. Tuning the morphology is actually tuning the facets, edges and corners. There are many reviews concerning the facets of nanoparticles as key points for properties, [5] [6] [7] however, the edges are less discussed.
Atoms on edges usually show different properties comparing with atoms on inner faces (here "inner" refers to
Catalysts and Nanoparticles
Chemical reactions happen almost everywhere from life to industry. Among them, catalysts play vital roles in most situations. Active enzymes which could accelerate reactions in cells ensure that organs could function. Industrial catalysts from petroleum refi ning to car exhaust catalysts are key steps to convenient modern life. Catalysts are also essential in academic research. Proper catalysts could help to activate C-H bonds, couple new C-C bonds in desired position, and alter function groups. [ 11 ] These kinds of reactions are usually achieved via the introduction of soluble metal complex in the same phase with the reactants, which are called homogeneous catalysts. Homogeneous catalysts have a number of advantages such as high selectivity, good yield and easy to optimize. The active center of homogeneous catalysts is always related with the metal center, and its coordinated environments, which make them easy to optimize. However, catalysts for industry also require easy recovery or recycle. Many homogeneous catalytic systems cannot be commercialized because of the diffi culties encountered in separating the catalyst from the fi nal products. [ 12 ] Otherwise the metal contamination could affect the safety of products, especially for the pharmaceutical industry. This disobeys the requirements of green chemistry. [ 13 ] Heterogeneous catalysts that react with reactants in different phases might be a promising method to overcome the obstacle of separation while maintaining the yield of products. In fact, there are many important industrial homogeneous catalysts in biphasic systems, [ 14 ] which are fi xed on supports (usually are "metal on support" catalysts), in order to suit the demand of easy separation. Another hot topic of heterogeneous catalysts is using NPs to serve as highly active catalysts. [ 15 ] Academic researches of heterogeneous catalysis aim to realize undeveloped reactions [ 16, 17 ] or optimize the activities of developing reactions. [18] [19] [20] The boundary between homogeneous or heterogeneous is the size of catalyst. While the functional dimension of a chemical bond in reaction typically has a length of about 0.2 nm, a larger catalyst would not do much help to combine atoms which are too far from each other if the migration of atoms are hampered, which is usually true in real reactions. [ 21 ] The catalysis effect rellies on the lowering of activation energy, by altering the intermediated steps of reaction. This process usually involves the binding of substrates or intermediates with catalysts, the release of the following intermediates or products and the recycle of catalysts. When the proper metal core is selected, optimization of homogeneous catalyst relies mainly on altering the ligands around metal to tune the electronic structure to achieve suitable binding or releasing. For "metal on support" catalyst, to tune the performance requires the optimization of metals and selection of supports, while the supports are not innocent during catalytic reactions in many cases. [22] [23] [24] For NPs as catalysts, the optimizations of their performances are mainly achieved by tailoring their morphologies. Energy band of crystal stems from the Bragg diffraction of electron, thus tuning the sizes and morphologies could tune the electronic structures of nanocrystals and infl uence the activities. On the other hand, the large amount of surface atoms could enhance the regional catalyst concentration. As researches go deeper, cooperation between various metals are found to be important in reactions. [ 25 ] Many natural enzymes possess multi-metal core, such as nitrogenase. [ 26 ] The cooperation of various metals is also true in organic synthesis. [ 27 ] NPs feature vast atoms on surface, cooperation between them are inevitable, and the distance between surface atoms could be tailored by exposing different facets. So using NPs as catalyst are easy to optimize, thus they are promising for application.
However, there are still some obstacles hindering the realization of NPs as high effi cient catalysts. First of all, the capping agents on NPs' surfaces, which are used in most NP synthesis, may prevent the contact between reactant and particles, thus lowering the effi ciency. Secondly, the deterioration of NPs may hamper the recycle of catalysts. When noble metals are used as catalysts, the internal atoms seem useless in reaction, however, increase the total cost of materials. Last but not the least, the real mechanisms of reactions are unknown in many cases, thus add extra diffi culties for optimizing. In short, the active center of NPs need to be debunked. With the knowledge of active center, rational optimization or design of high effi cient catalysts is not impossible.
When NPs are used as catalysts, the surface atoms are usually considered as active centers. They are able to contact and combine with substrates, and reactions may happen at surface under suitable conditions. Thus the manner that substrates bind with NPs may infl uence the yield and selectivity of reactions. [ 28 ] The surface structure of NPs could also affect the contact with substrate. [ 29 ] The composition of composite NPs also complicates the detailing of active centers. These factors make the study of active centers more complicated. To combine with substrates, the surface atoms must have unsaturated coordination, the coordination number (CN) may dramatically infl uence performance. Edges and corners of NPs feature lower CN than atoms on the surface, thus increasing the amount of them can help to tune the activity. Considering the very low content of corner sites of NPs, edges are better solutions to enhance the activities of catalysts. On the other hand, the chemical environment of edges in nanosheets or multicomponent interfaces is different with other parts, thus could be utilized to tune the electronic structure, as well as catalytic performance.
Edges as Active Sites
Here we present some prominent works that utilize the edges of nanomaterials as active centers, the optimization of edge structure could greatly enhance the performance of materials. In this section, we introduce three types of conventional edges in nanostructures, and a brief summary of them is presented in Table 1 . Taking MoS 2 nanosheets as an example of 2D structure, the edges of them mainly refer to the boundary of sheets, and their chemical environments are different with atoms on basal plane because of the termination of atoms. The unique structure makes edges of 2D materials special and could be utilized as catalyst. For NPs, edges are the intersections of surfaces, they feature low CN and are active to bind some of the substrates or intermediates in catalytic reactions. As for the edges of multicomponent interface, they are specialized as the external boundary of conjunction of different components. The contact of two particles makes a two dimensional interface, so the edges of them may feature similar characteristics with 2D structures, such as a special chemical environment. The "basal plane" of interface is not approachable due to the existence of particles, thus cannot simply be used as active sites. The more details and methods to enhance the relative catalytic performance of these three types of edges are present in the following discussions.
MoS 2 and Hydrogen Evolution Reaction
Searching for cheap and high effi cient catalysts of hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) is required for water splitting and energy storage, [ 30 ] lots of experimental [ 31 ] and computational [ 32 ] works have been done in this area. The noble metal, Pt, shows perfect activity for HER, however it is expensive and scarcity on earth. Meanwhile some natural enzymes which contains much less noble metals are also effective HER catalysts. [ 33, 34 ] By comparing the active center of nitrogenase with different inorganic compounds, the Nørskov group found that the MoS 2 edge possess similar structure and was chosen as a candidate for HER. [ 35 ] From then on, vast researches of MoS 2 for HER have been carried out to identify the active sites and further enhance the activities. In order to fi gure out the active sites, a combination of surface sensitive methods and reactivity studies must be sophisticatedly designed. [ 36 ] Fresh and clean MoS 2 polygonal single layer sheets with different sizes and area coverages could be obtained by a physical vapor deposition and followed by annealing. [ 37 ] After characterizing by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) under ultrahigh vacuum chamber ( Figure 1 a) to get structure information, the products was tested for HER activity respectively. Figure 1 c is the activities indicated by the exchange current density, larger value indicates a better performance. For sheets with different sizes, the exchange current densities are quite different, however it shows almost no relationship between basal sizes and activities, the reason is that the basal plane of MoS 2 has no catalytic activity. [ 8 ] By using edge length as the abscissa, a clear linear relationship appears, higher edge length shows higher activity. This direct and welldesigned experiment clearly identifi ed that the edge of MoS 2 is activity sites for HER. It is well known that enzymes must adopt a specifi c confi guration to achieve effi cient catalytic performances, unravelling details of MoS 2 edge structures would gain our knowledge to better understand the reactions. 2D MoS 2 nanosheets can exist in various polymorphs, natural MoS 2 favors an edge-sharing MoS 6 trigonal prisms, [ 38 ] named 2H phase. For such confi guration, two types of low-index edge terminations are possible, one is (1010) Mo and the other is (1010) S edges ( Figure 1 d-f ), but a triangular product implies only one edge type is energetically favored in fact. As for industrial-style MoS 2 , high resolution scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) reveals the nanocatalyst suits the 50% sulfur cover Mo edge structures (Figure 1 b) . [ 39 ] The edges of single-layer MoS 2 have two localized metallic states which indicate subtle electronic structure changes close to the edges, [ 40 ] and result in the light lines in STM images. More STM studies reveal the coordination structures of Mo-S at edge are a little different with bulk MoS 2 , a so-called "S2 dimer" is formed by two outermost S atoms which contract in the direction perpendicular to the basal plane. [ 41 ] Not to our surprise, the structures of MoS 2 with different sizes are not exact the same, they possess different Mo or S edge coverage. A rearrangement of the S atoms at edges would infl uence bonding strength of Mo-S, thus changes the stability and catalytic activity. [ 42 ] can be prepared by ultrasound-promoted hydration of lithiumintercalated compounds. [ 43 ] This 1T-MoS 2 can dramatically decrease the Tafel slope comparing with 2H-MoS 2 in the same acidic environment ( Figure 2 f) . [ 18 ] However, the best way to optimizing activity is not keeping on exploring 1T-MoS 2 or some other unstable structures, [ 44 ] but on other practical methods to maintain high stability while keeping accessible activity. There are three basic and comprehensive rules to design more active HER catalysts [ 45 ] : increasing the activity of single active site, or increasing the amount of active sites, and the third rule is to increase the conductivity of catalyst. 1T-MoS 2 may be activity for HER, but it is not stable, thus greatly hinder the real use. Another way is to design new catalyst with similar active center, since we already [ 49 ] Copyright 2011, American Chemistry Society. b) Defect rich structure can create more edges. Reproduced with permission. [ 48 ] c) Schematic representation of MoS 2 edges on CoSe 2 belts, this is the best HER catalyst among non-noble metal to date. Reproduced with permission. [ 54 ] Copyright 2015, Macmillan Publishers Ltd. d) A molecular mimic of MoS 2 edges. Reproduced with permission. [ 46 ] Copyright 2012, American Associaton for the Advancement of Science. e) Verticle aligned MoS 2 structures. Reproduced with permission. [ 51 ] Copyritht 2013, American Chemical Society. f) 1T phase of MoS 2 can be prepared via lithium intercalation in 2H phase (left), the performances are shown at right. Reproduced with permission. [ 18 ] Copyright 2013, American Chemical Society.
know that the active sites are edges and we already know their structures. The research began from the mimic of nitrogenase, and now can go back to small molecule to optimize the active center. A large ligand called PY5Me 2 [PY5Me 2 = 2,6-bis(1,1-bis(2-pyridyl)ethyl)pyridine] could generate a new HER catalyst with Mo and S2 dimmer (Figure 2 d) . [ 46 ] This alternative strategy may open new gate for catalyst design. The second rule seems easier to achieve: Jaramillo group synthesized a highly ordered double-gyroid MoS 2 bicontinuous network with nanoscale pores, the high surface curvature exposes abundant edges [ 47 ] ; Xie group prepared defect-rich MoS 2 nanosheets which force the formation of edges (Figure 2 b) . [ 48 ] As for enhancing the conductivity, Dai group fabricated a strong coupling MoS 2 -graphene sheets, and the conducting network facilitate the catalytic reaction (Figure 2 a) . [ 49 ] Synthesis of large area thin MoS 2 is not easy, [ 50 ] fortunately highly active HER catalysts demand vast edges but not large area. Vertical aligned MoS 2 layers grown on electrode would maximally expose edges as well as increasing the conductivity, although they are not easy to fabricate. The edges are thermodynamically unfavorable with basal plane by 2 orders of magnitude of surface energy, the vertical aligned structure could still be formed through a kinetically controlled rapid growth method (Figure 2 e) . [ 51 ] In the chemical vapor deposition MoS 2 synthesis, chemical conversion is a fast step comparing with gas diffusion, if diffusion along the layers through basal plane is much faster than diffusion across layers, then vertical growth is favored. The vertical aligned layers indeed enhanced the activity. [ 52 ] Meanwhile such vertical structures are best platforms to investigate the edge properties, transition metal could dope at edge sites but not on basal planes, [ 53 ] and Li 2 S nanoparticles mainly deposit on the edges versus basal planes in Li-S batteries test. To date, the best HER catalyst among non-noble metal is constructed by in situ growth of MoS 2 edges on CoSe 2 belt (Figure 2 c) , which possesses onset potential of −11 mV and Tafel slope of 36 mV dec −1 , comparable to commercial Pt/C catalyst. [ 54 ] Another practical method to decorate edges in layered structures is achieved via edge overgrowth through screw dislocation driven growth [ 55 ] ( Figure 3 ). Crystals can be enlarged through screw dislocations under proper supersaturations in two competing directions, directions of in-plane and vertical to plane. [ 56 ] For layered structures, the growth rates of these two directions are inherently different, thus the growth manner can be proper controlled. By introducing a growth inhibitor in the growth of layered structure, the growth rate in direction of vertical to plane might be more affected than direction of inplane. Then after the depletion of growth inhibitor in reaction media, the growth rate of vertical to plane is released and the edge overgrowth might happen. This is a promising method to sophisticatedly design the edge structures of layered materials. As a proof of concept, ultrathin spiral nanosheets with overgrown edges of NiFe, CoFe and CoNi bimetallic hydroxides are achieved now, and they show promising electrochemical activities for oxygen evolution reaction. The growth mechanism and infl uencing parameters are easy to accessible, and taking the achievement of several other spiral layered structures [ 57, 58 ] into account, the fabrication of more spiral nanosheets with overgrown edges can be foreseen in the future. Since structure determines properties, the properties of such novel structures might be quite interesting. e) Growth mechanism of SUNOE, yellow balls represent growth inhibitor, after the concentration of inhibitors in solution decrease a lot, the growth rate of vertical to plane is released and cause an overgrowth at edges. Scale bars: a) 100 nm; b) 20 nm; and c) 50 nm. Reproduced with permission. [ 55 ] Copyright 2015, Royal Society of Chemistry.
The edges of MoS 2 can do more than HER. They can be used in catalyzing hydrodesulfurization, [ 8 ] and methane conversion. [ 59 ] More researches need to be done in designing new structures utilizing the convenience of edge properties and searching new catalytic reactions. Other transition metal dichalogenides (TMD) also experimentally showed promising activities for HER. [ 60, 61 ] Meanwhile theoretical study suggests the edge sites of MoSe 2 and WSe 2 should be comparable or even better performance than MoS 2 for HER. [ 62 ] However, the exact edge structures of such compounds under reaction conditions still need to be more explored in order to link with properties.
Metals and CO 2 Conversion
Au may be the most fascinating metal in history as it can be used as coin metal, mainly because it is inert and scarce on earth. Early experiments using gold as catalyst did not show superior to other catalysts. [ 63 ] But now gold has become a never-ending frontier in homogeneous or heterogeneous catalyst since the fi nding of low-temperature oxidation of CO. [ 64 ] One of the most concerning worldwide problems in the rapidly developing world is the overproduction of the greenhouse gas carbon dioxide led by ever-increasing worldwide consumption of fossil fuels. [ 65 ] The perfect solution may be conversion of CO 2 to other useful compounds by using sunlight, [66] [67] [68] like what has been done by plants. However efficient catalysts are still in fancy. Finding a feasible method to converse CO 2 to other carbon forms open a new area for catalyst research. So far, electrochemical reduction of CO 2 is considered as a promising method and Au is a good platform for mechanism study.
By thermodynamic calculation, the half reactions potential electrochemical reduction of CO 2 to CO is -0.1 V, but experimentally very negative potential (usually -0.6 V to -1 V) must be applied to initiate CO 2 reduction. Meanwhile such large negative potential would also trigger the evolution of H 2 since the half reaction potential to form H 2 is 0 V. The sluggish in overpotential is chiefl y caused by the multi-step processes of reduction, density function theory (DFT) studies suggests the mechanism include the following steps [69] [70] [71] [72] :
where * denotes a free active site. From these elementary reactions, we can intuitively conclude that materials which could both stabilize COOH* and destabilize CO* would be a prominent catalyst for reduction of CO 2 to CO. Many efforts have been made to search high active catalysts and determine active sites in reactions. Small Au 25 clusters experimentally show much better performance than bulk Au particles, and computational data illustrate the banding energy of CO 2 with Au cluster vary from sites to sites. [ 73 ] For
Au particles with different sizes, the ratios of atoms at edges or surface are different. An optimized ratio is required to reconcile the requirement of maximizing active sites for CO 2 reduction and minimizing the active sites for HER. Sun group [ 4 ] produced monodisperse Au NPs with different sizes, and found the 8 nm Au particles showed maximum Faradic effi ciency (FE) at -0.67 V to convert to CO ( Figure 4 a,b). The 8 nm Au particles with 4 nm crystallite diameter appeared to meet the demand for optimizing the edge fraction. While Cuenya group found that Au particles below 5 nm all showed signifi cantly better performance than bulk Au, and particles larger than 5 nm were similar with bulk gold (Figure 4 c,d). [ 74 ] The disparate activities in these two results may stem from different methods for measurement of size, Sun used transmission electron microscopy (TEM) while Cuenya used atomic force microscope (AFM). However, a similar conclusion made in this two cases is that the edge sites or low coordinate sites are active for reactions, the method to further enhance the activities may be enlarge the fraction of edges in particles or create more edges. This could be achieved by ultrathin nanowires (UNWs), ultrathin structure would maximally expose edges and long nanowire would further elongate the edges (Figure 4 e). The ultrathin Au nanowire with diameter of 2.1 nm and length of 500 nm reaches 94% of FE at relative low potential (-0.35 V) ( Figure 4 f,g), [ 75 ] putting forward the realization of CO 2 reduction. In computation results, Au (211) is the best for COOH* stabilization, but the binding energy of CO* offset the advantage (Figure 4 h ). Taking the whole energy effects into account, ultrathin nanowire is a promising candidate for CO formation. Edges, on one hand, are the active centers, but on the other hand, may be an obstacle for experimental measuring the molecules' binding energy on surface. For commercial metal fi lms, the surfaces are not perfect fl at or exposing pure lattice, and there are always terraces and edges in one optical fl at surface. However, the adsorption energies are not the same at terraces and edges, and this would lead to disparities for experimentally determining the adsorption energy on facets. Taking CO on Pt (111) as an example, the adsorption energy was found to be 32.3 ± 1 kcal mol −1 by Ertl et al. [ 76 ] , but 45 ± 3 kcal mol −1 by King et al., [ 77 ] and 31 ± 0.5 kcal mol −1 by Campbell. [ 78 ] Bartels group [ 79 ] developed the velocity selected residence time method to remove the effects of different surface structures or defects. The well-designed technics corroborated that the edges of Pt are special, and bind stronger with CO than Pt(111) facets.
What if the reactive sites bind CO too tightly? The electrochemical reduction would keep on going and CO 2 would be further reduced to hydrocarbons. Tests on Au, Ag, Zn, Cu, Ni, Pt, and Fe fi lms all showed the capability to produce methane or methanol. [ 80 ] A volcano plot with CO binding strength as abscissa and CO 2 reduction current density as vertical coordinates was made by experimental data ( Figure 5 ), suggesting the CO binding is the vital step for CO 2 conversion. The disparate trends beside the peak may be driven by competition of abilities to stabilize CO* and reduction of CO*.
Copper is a widely studied metal for CO 2 conversion into hydrocarbon. The fully reduction of CO 2 requires an eight electron transfer process, thus lots of intermediates and fi nal products may exists in the reaction. A systematic computation study involving 41 different intermediate steps on copper REVIEW surface illustrated numerous routes may be possible to produce CO, HCOOH, CH 4 and C 2 H 4 . [ 70 ] Additionally, it is well accepted that Cu(211) facet is more active than (111), (100) facets to generate CH 4 . [ 71 ] One more thing to note is that (211) facet of face center cubic (fcc) packing is not a close packing layer, and expose well-packed edges of (111) Reproduced with permission. [ 4, 74 ] Copyright 2013, American Chemical Society. e) While the UNWs get longer, the edge density is much larger than that in nanoparticles. f,g) The property varies with the length of nanowires, the longer the better. C-Au-500 (100 or 15) NWs means Au UNWs of 500 (100 or 15) nm length mixed with carbon, respectively. h) Computational results on CO 2 reduction and CO formation. Confi gurations of the adsorbed COOH (up) and CO (down) on a Au NW are portrayed here. The edge-type sites are highlighted in orange. In the Au-COOH bonding mode, both C and O (carbonyl) bind to Au directly with OH tilting away from the O=C bond. In the Au-CO bonding mode, one CO binds to two Au atoms with CO serving as the bridge. Binding energies of the key COOH and CO intermediates calculated on the Au NW, Au 13 cluster, and Au (211) are shown in the right. Reproduced with permission. [ 75 ] Copyright 2013, American Chemical Society.
at (100) facet at relatively low overpotentials, [ 81 ] and the other has a methane intermediate at both (111) and (100) facets. [ 82 ] To further corroborate the mechanism in real condition, in situ study is required. [ 83 ] Since CO 2 conversion is a multistep process, we can design multicomponent catalysts to work cooperatively to stabilize or destabilize some intermediates, and lead the reaction to reach a single products. [ 84 ] One advantage of NPs to serve as catalysts is that the amount of atoms on surface is enlarged, meanwhile the edge fraction is also increased. The 7.0 nm Cu NPs reach up to 4 times methanation current densities comparing with high purity copper foil electrodes. [ 85 ] However, they are not stable under electric treatment. Alloying Cu nanoparticles with Au would enhance the stability, however, it would decrease the selectivity. [ 86 ] 
Reactions at Edges of a Multicomponent Interface
As we can see from previous discussion, a catalytic reaction usually requires the stabilization of some intermediates and destabilization of some other intermediates. Such observation enlightens us to pay attention to multicomponent interface, especially the edge of the interface. Elaborately selecting various active compounds and carefully tailoring the combination of multi components would realize lots of unexpected performance. This trial has started long time ago, Tauster et al. found strong metal-support interactions (SMSI) in TiO 2 -support noble metals, and the CO and H 2 absorption capacities was lost at high temperature. [ 87 ] The SMSI effects are detrimental in many cases, [ 88, 89 ] thus researchers would like to avoid them and choose inert supports in early studies. Recently, more and more examples [ 16, 22, 23, 90, 91 ] proved that the supports might promote some reactions and enhance the total catalytic activities. Taking HER as an example, metal like Pt can easily adsorb atomic hydrogen and subsequent form H 2 , so the last thing for HER catalyst design is choosing a proper compound to dissociate water and coupling these two materials in a proper manner. Ni(OH) 2 is a good candidate for such demand. A controlled arrangement of Ni(OH) 2 clusters on Pt(111) ( Figure 6 a) can enhance the activity by a factor of 8 compared to Pt. [ 92 ] The active sites sit on the well-arranged edges of Ni(OH) 2 , which remind us to think about multi active centers in homogeneous reactions. In both areas, one compound plays only a part in the catalytic reaction by its own advantages, and multi-compounds are precisely placed in order to achieve the well communication of intermediate steps. The difference of them are their complete structures, and homogeneous catalysts with multiple active centers usually have elegant molecule constructions with certain constitutions, while in heterogeneous catalysts, they only have well-controlled active centers.
Composite structures with transition metal oxides on noble metals are called inverse catalyst, [ 93 ] in order to distinguish them from conventional metal on support catalyst. A wellstudied case of inverse catalyst is ferrous oxides on Pt substrates (Figure 6 b) . [ 94 ] Pt catalyst is easily poisoned by CO because of the strong adsorption by an adsorption energy of -1.64 eV on (111) . Such a strong interaction would block all the surface Pt atoms and prevent other substrate adsorption, thus no other reactions would happen on Pt(111) in the present of CO. However, on the edges of FeO 1-x monolayer islands, the binding energies change a lot (Figure 6 d) , and preferentially adsorb and activate O 2 . Then spontaneous oxidation of CO would validate even at room temperature, depending on the periphery density or edge density of FeO 1-x islands (Figure 6 c) . Fully covering the Pt(111) with FeO 1-x exhibits minimal reactivity at room temperature due to the lack of edges of interface. [ 93 ] NiO-on-Pt [ 95, 96 ] and CoO-on-Pt [ 97 ] can also be obtained in similar methods. Among this three catalysts, FeO 1-x /Pt(111) shows the best performance of preferential oxidation reaction of CO in the presence of H 2 (PROX), while NiO 1-x /Pt(111) is best for oxidation of CO in the absent of H 2 (COOX).
The reaction demands elaborate collaboration between two functional compounds on the edges of one. However, ionic or metallic bonds are not similar with covalent bonds. They cannot be fi xed into a certain direction, and defects or distortions cannot usually be avoided in real materials. There have been found 5 different edges structures of FeO monolayer islands on Pt(111) (Figure 6 e), [ 24 ] depending on the synthesis environments. [ 98 ] Computational [ 99, 100 ] or experimental [101] [102] [103] works have shown activities with different O-edges or Fe-edges are distinct. Meanwhile, oxygen vacancies near edge would also affect the oxidation mechanisms, "spectator" mechanism or "carboxyl" mechanism of reduction to C2 compounds are possible depending on edge structures. [ 104 ] Besides FeO monolayer islands on Pt(111), CeO x and TiO x on Au(111), [ 105 ] FeO on Ru(0001), [ 106 ] CoO on Ir(100) [ 107 ] and NiO on Rh(111) [ 108 ] have also been synthesized and studied in various situations, more comprehensive studies could be fi nd in reviews by Freund et al. [ 109 ] and Surnev et al. [ 110 ] In such inverse catalysts, the metal oxides are usually composed of monolayer or several layers, the active sites reside on the edges of metal oxides. The multicomponent interface may owe their origin of activities to the "coordinate unsaturated". [ 93 ] In other cases, there are many benefi cial SMSI effects on metal oxides support metals, [ 23, 111 ] and sometimes the enhanced performance cannot simply derive from "coordinate unsaturated". When using reductive metal oxides as supports, the reducing nature of supports would whether donate or withdraw charges from metals near the metal/oxide interface, depending on the work functions of two materials. [ 22 ] SMSI effects cannot be simply concluded. The Pt NPs on iron oxide may undergo single layer encapsulation with Fe migration driven by SMSI. [ 112 ] This effect is similar with under potential deposition in electrochemistry. [ 113 ] To some extends, we may consider such interface as a new chemical compound, since it possesses new characters comparing with each single materials.
In a hybrid structure of CuO covered Ag interface, the CO oxidation activities is linked with the interfacial lengths. [ 114 ] Ag is inert for CO oxidation, while CuO can oxidize CO to CO 2 with an activation energy of about 62.8 kJ mol -1 . However, the partial covered structures possess apparent activation energies range from 36.7 to 42.7 kJ mol −1 . DFT calculations reveal that charge redistributes in the interface ( Figure 7 b) , the charge is enriched at CuO surface near interface (or edge of CuO), while for space far away from interface, the charge density almost keeps same. In many cases, the interactions are more complicate, the adhesion of gold on TiO 2 (110) differs with different treatments of TiO 2 , [ 115 ] dual catalytic sites in the composite are possible for CO oxidation, [ 116 ] Au 16 on TiO 2 (110) for CO oxidation involves the generation of oxygen vacancies (Figure 7 a) . [ 90 ] In another case, a simple synergistic effect of different active compounds without charge redistribution may be essential for selective catalytic oxidative dehydrogenation of carboxylic acids. [ 117 ] The study of SMSI or interface need to be more studied, then more rational rules can be drawn.
Novel Structures and Atypical Edges
Vast morphologies of nanomaterials from 0D to 3D and their composites have been achieved in the past several decades. [ 30, 91, [118] [119] [120] Among them, novel structures like nanoframe (NF) and ultrathin nanowire (UNW) have attracted lots of attention both in nanostructure fabrication and applications. NFs are NPs with interior atoms etched out and atoms on edges preserved. From the sight of pristine NPs, the NFs are absolutely the edges of them, and the research on NFs represents the study of edges of pristine NPs. However, if we consider NFs as newly formed NPs, the edges of them are diffi cult to defi ne, the structures of NFs are not easy to detailing. For convenience, we consider the whole NFs as atypical edges. UNW is a kind of unique one dimensional material. The atomic structures of UNW are, in many cases, not quite clear yet, and thus it would be diffi cult to defi ne the edge of UNW, or determine whether the UNW as an entirety could resemble edge. From the sight of geometry, both UNW and conventional edges are one dimensional structures, and they may both feature low CN, too. So it might be proper to consider the UNW as edges. A brief comparison between these two novel structures, which could be seen as atypical edges, with conventional edges is made in Table 2 , the specifi ed discussions of them are made in the following parts.
Nanoframes and their Unique Properties
Reaction on metal surface depends on the nanoscale structure of metal. [ 29 ] For atoms on metal surface, the CN changes from corners, edges to surfaces. Lower CN is always related to high active center. Thus a stable structure with numerous low CN sites is widely pursued in research and industry. Corner sites seem perfect but impractical because of the low content. Stubbornly reducing the size would risk the stability, and lose the merits of nanomaterials -easy recycle. Meanwhile the internal atoms have few chances to contact with substrate. Decreasing the amount of such unnecessary atoms would enhance the mass activity and reduce the employment of scarce metals. Then a structure with pure edges seem like a promising solution for reducing the amount of catalysts while maintain or enhance the activities. Thanks to the great development in nanomaterials synthesis, innumerable morphologies have been prepared in the past several decades, especially in the last 15 years. NFs with internal atoms etched out and edges conserved can be realized in many cases. These unique structures are ideal platform for edge studies comparing to integrated solid particles, because of simplifi ed interference. However, the catalytic performance study is still in fancy because the challenge in synthesis is still the fi rst obstacle for systematically research. Here we briefl y introduce the fabrications of NFs, and some of their enhanced performances in catalytic reactions. A more comprehensive summary could be made only after vast researches have been carried out.
Conventional Nanoframe Synthesis Methods
From the concept of thermodynamic, NFs are not stable, like nanocrystal with high index facet. [ 121 ] Fortunately, lots of crystals with high index facets have been generated by dynamic control, so have been in NF synthesis. There are lots of similarities both in synthesis and properties in these two areas, in brief, there are lots of atoms with low CN in both two cases. When we talk about edges in daily life, we usually refer to the ends of a fl at surface. However, there is no fl at surface in atom scale if we consider the atom as a sphere. What makes the edges of NPs so special is mainly the low CN. We may defi ne the edges in nanoscale by CN changes in facets, because the CN is always lower at edges comparing with facet atoms. Here we consider a face center cubic package as an example ( Table 3 ). For cubic structure enclosed by (100) facets, the nearest CN of atoms on (100) facet is 8, edge is 5 and corner is 3. While as for tetrahedron with only (111) facets encased, the nearest CN of atoms on surface is 9, edge is 6 and corner is 4. For (111) facets enclosed octahedron, the nearest CN of atoms on surface is 9, edge is 7 and corner is 3. It seems ok to defi ne the edges as the atoms possess the second lowest CN on the surface. However, there would be great confusion in particles enclosed by high index (110) for CO oxidation involved the generation of oxygen vacancies. Reproduced with permission. [ 22 ] Copyright 2013, American Chemical Society. b) Schematic illustration for the Ag-CuO/Cu 2 O hybrid structures. c) Differential charge density by fi rst-principles simulations illustrates the increase (olive color) and decrease (cyan color) of electron distributions. Reproduced with permission. [ 114 ] Copyright 2014, American Chemical Society. (211) facets, one has nearest CN of 7, the other has 9, meanwhile edge is 7. Nearest CN of a series of atoms on surface could reach the nearest CN of edges of octahedron, and is the same with the edges of (211) facets. However, they are not atoms on the same environment because their CN of longer distance are different. Actually crystals with high index facets also represent high activity in many cases, [ 118, [122] [123] [124] [125] [126] as well as edges. For accuracy and simplicity, we consider the edges as the turn of facets. Thus NFs could be seen as pure edges without other surface or interior atoms.
To get a NF constituted by edges, an etching process is always required. There are two kinds of typical conventional synthesis methods based on the etching methods. One is a template assist etching process, metal is fi rstly deposited on the edges of a well-controlled solid template particle, then a proper etchant is introduced and the template is removed, leaving the frame alone. The other method is a kinetic controlled dissolution process, a stable or metastable particle is generate at fi rst, then another etchant or nothing is added to move out the internal atoms, depending on the stabilities of NPs. Both of these two process are driven by kinetic control, the former one requires two motif to constitute an integral particles, the growth of frame on particle is controlled by kinetic effects. While the etching process of second method is controlled by kinetic effects. We briefl y take a view at this two kinds of methods in the following sections.
Template Assist Etching Process: Seed mediated growth is powerful to prepare core-shell structure. Then how to deposit the second material only on the template's edges in order to get frame structure? The solution relies on two aspects: surface chemistry and specifi c affi nity on edges. Nanomaterials are usually fabricated in the presence of capping agents. The introduction of capping agents adsorbed on surface is to inhibit the further enlarge of the particles. Modifying the surface chemistry of nanoparticles is the fi rst consideration of nanomaterial applications. [ 127 ] By selecting proper capping to cap the facets, we can deposit other wanted materials on the active edges and corners. Subsequently etching the template would lead to a frame portraying the outline of the pristine NP. As for specifi c affi nity on edges, this is usually realized in Au-Ag system, [ 128 ] they are easy to react in suitable position under controllable conditions. The specifi c affi nity also exists in some other nonmetallic materials. [ 129 ] We fi rst look at an instance of surface chemistry controlled NF fabrication. Xia group successfully synthesized Rh cubic NF by etching the Pd template ( Figure 8 a) . [ 130 ] They fi rstly synthesized Pd cube enclosed by Br − capped (100) facets, then reduced Rh salts at the edges of Pd cube. The Rh would selectively grow on the edges because of the passivated (100) facets, and preferentially grew along <111> direction at optimized precursors concentration because of a kinetic effect. [ 122 ] Reproduced with permission. [ 130 ] c) Ru NFs can be fabricated via growth on edges of Cu 2 S seeds and then the etching of seeds. Reproduced with permission. [ 135 ] Copyright 2010, Macmillan Publishers Ltd. d) Au atoms can deposit on the edges of Ag decahedra, thus lead to the formation of NFs. Reproduced with permission. [ 134 ] Copyright 2011, American Chemical Society. e) Pt can grow on the edges of Au (up) and form NFs (down). Reproduced with permission. [ 128 ] Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society. absent in the system, Rh could also grow on the surface. Due to the inherent different resistance to oxidative corrosion, Pd cube could be etched and Rh frame could be obtained (Figure 8 b) . In fact kinetic control here is vital, too, however, the surface control is the starting step of the heterogeneous growth of Rh, thus we categorize it into template assist etching process.
We then take a view at NF fabrication driven by specifi c affi nity on edges. Ag and Au are elements in the same group, their atom radius, lattice structures and parameters are quite similar, thus behave similar behaviors in many cases. However, the reduction potential of AuCl 4 − /Au is 0.99 V vs SHE, and AgCl/Ag is 0.22 V vs SHE, thus AuCl 4 − can etch Ag spontaneous, one AuCl 4 − can react with three Ag atoms. The surface energies of different facets usually increase in the order γ (111) < γ (100) < γ (110). [ 131 ] It is reasonable to hold the point that Au would preferentially etch (110) facets, then (100) facets, and the last are (111) facets. Au triangle frames can be generated by galvanic etching Ag triangular nanoprisms enclosed by (111) and (110) facets. [ 132 ] The Au indeed etches Ag atoms on (110) facets and depose on (110) facets. If the etching is achieved only by AuCl 4 − , the thickness and roughness cannot be well controlled. However, introducing the second etchant at proper time would be salutary for morphology control, because of the sudden depletion of Ag. Au triangle frames with thickness less than 2 nm or 6 nm could be synthesized in such way. [ 133 ] There are several kinds of NPs that encased only by (111) facets. When using Ag decahedra as template, Au atoms would preferentially deposit on edge sites because of low CN. After H 2 O 2 etches the Ag decahedra, an Au decahedral NF is generated. [ 134 ] Controlling the amount of Au loaded would help to prepare frames with different thickness. While the gold deposition on (100) facets may lead to a porous mesh in similar reaction procedure (Figure 7 d) . Pt NFs could be generated by using Au as seeds, and the principles are similar with the Ag-Au systems. When the edge sites of decahedra Au erode because of low CN, new facets are produced and Pt are preferentially deposited on the newly formed faces. After etching and annealing, smooth Pt NFs can be obtained (Figure 8 e) . [ 128 ] Pt octahedral frames can be fabricated by using Au octahedron as templates.
Metal NPs are not the only choice for templates. When using Cu 2 S as template to grow Ru, hexagonal biprism Ru NF can be synthesized after etching the Cu 2 S (Figure 8 c) . [ 135 ] This is a case of edge growth with no specifi c affi nity between templates and metal, the details of driving force still need to be explored. Saturated NaCl aqueous solution can be used as cubic template, too. Adding AgNO 3 into the solution would directly generate NaCl/AgCl coreframe structure, then using water to wash the products would take the NaCl core away and leave a frame of cube. Soft reduction treatment would lead to the formation of Ag@AgCl NFs. [ 136 ] The template assist etching process is benefi t for structure well-control. There are many tunable parameters to get ultrathin and ultrafi ne structure. The combinations of templates and frames are versatile and easy accessible. However, the common rules in this method is not well established yet. The design of new frames need to be ingeniously designed, and lots of trial-error experiments are required. There is still plenty room in this areas. Well-controlled synthesis of NFs would certainly lead to new insights both in material fabrications and catalytic processes.
Kinetic Controlled Dissolution Process:
When something is not thermodynamically stable, an effi cient procedure to achieve it is by kinetic control. All practical chemical reactions are less or more away from ideal thermodynamics. Kinetic effects even dominate in vast real processes. In the aforementioned template assist etching process, the deposition of frame material on template edges is usually controlled by kinetic effects. However, the specifi c character of such process is the present of template, so we name it by template. Herein we discuss kinetic controlled dissolution process with no template involved, the only driving force may be kinetic effects. There are also two forms in this process, based on the stability of the intermediates. In one case, metastable particles as intermediates are formed at beginning because of a fast reaction, after dissolution of internal atoms in the present of low concentration oxidant, fi nally frames are formed. In the other case, a stable particle is generate as the intermediates, then proper etchant is introduced. Based on the inherent difference of edges and surfaces, something would remain. If edges remain, NF is fabricated. If edges dissolve, the trial fails. Etching the nanosphere would lead to hollow structure or yolk-shell structure because of the different migration rate, this is so called Kirkendall effect. [ 137 ] Regular NFs would be formed under suitable environment driving by Kirkendall effect.
PtNi 3 polyhedra is not a thermodynamic stable particle because of the active Ni atoms on surface. After the synthesis of PtNi 3 NP, Ni atom on surface would easily leak out because of the existence of dissolved O 2 in solvent even at room temperature. Finally the Pt 3 Ni NFs are generated in the solution ( Figure 9 b) . [ 138 ] Pt 4 Ni NFs could be prepared via similar process. [ 139 ] DFT calculations illustrate that after Ni atoms dissolved, Pt atoms on the surface aggregate to form a "porous Pt shell". Then leaking the internal Ni atoms dominates the dissolution driving by Kirkendall effect and results in the NFs. [ 140 ] PtCu 3 NFs would be fabricated in similar way. [ 141 ] However, the details still need to be further explored because similar PtCu 3 can be generated in quite different conditions (Figure 9 a) . [ 142 ] Ag-Au octahedra NFs could be achieved in a two-step process. [ 143 ] Ag nanosphere is prepared at the beginning of the reaction, then galvanic etching by AuCl 4 − could change the morphologies and compositions, and fi nally Ag-Au NFs are produced (Figure 9 c) . Such alloying-dealloying process could fi nely control the fi nal morphologies, comparing to the direct etching process to get NFs, though both of them may form NFs as fi nal products under suitable conditions. [144] [145] [146] We have discussed the metal NF so far, oxides or other materials of NFs have also been synthesized by etching corresponding materials. Cu 2 O NFs can be synthesized by a rapidly etching process. [ 147 ] Details studies reveal that the (100) faces of Cu 2 O are stable under HCl etching, [ 148 ] thus different novel structures can be fabricate by using various substrate. However, the (100) faces are less stable in other oxidative etching conditions, and leave NFs with part of other facets remained. [ 149 ] Ag 2 O NFs can be formed in a similar manner with Cu 2 O frames, [ 150 ] the stability under etching is in the order (111) > (110) > (100). Taking advantages of this rule, various NFs structure is realized from diverse substrates.
Yet we have seen lots of NF synthesis, however the fabrication methods are still limited in several compounds. General www.MaterialsViews.com www.advancedscience.com and practical methods is still in fancy. The past several years have witnessed great success in material synthesis and applications, new materials hit headline in research almost every day. Thus, we are confi dent to predict that NFs would earn their status in the soon coming future.
Applications of Nanoframes
Due to the limitation in synthesis, only a few researches have focused on their chemical advantages, while some of the researches make use of their novel structures or physical properties to realize new phenomena. For example, Xia group capsuled the gold nanocages with thermal response polymer, then light induced phototermal effect of gold can manipulate the cages to open or close to release the chemicals inside. [ 151 ] There are also many studies concerning the surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) effects of Ag [ 152 ] or Au [ 153 ] NFs or their assemble structures. [ 154 ] Meanwhile, the cage structure can also store small NPs inside and prepare new morphologies. [ 135 ] There are also some researches mentioned the enhanced catalytic performances of NFs, we present some researches at this area in this section.
As we have mentioned in the previous discussion, the NF structures are not thermodynamically stable, especially for the alloy. This is indeed true in Pt-Cu NF. [ 141, 142 ] As depicted in Figure 9 a, the pristine cyclic voltammogram (CV) curve shows no under potential H ad/desorption peaks (-0.24-0.1V), due to the Cu coverage on the surface. As the bias potential applied, the intensity of Cu dissolution peak decreases further, and fi nally the shape of CV curve resembles to commercial Pt CV curve, meanwhile, shows better performance comparing to PtCu 3 nanoparticles. The electrochemical dealloying has been proven to successfully synthesize highly active electrocatalysts. [ 155 ] In another test, the Pt-Cu NFs show higher performance than commercial Pt catalyst.
NFs are not always fragile in any cases. The aforementioned Pt 3 Ni NFs [ 138 ] could maintain their morphologies and activities even after 10 000 cycles without loss for oxygen reduction reaction, while stay a factor of 22 enhancement in specifi c activity and 36 in mass activity (Figure 9 b) , which is essential for proton exchange membrane fuel cell. [ 156 ] The secret of stability may be ascribed to the Pt-skin coverage on the surface, preventing the aggregate of oxygenated intermediates. This hint enlightens stable NF design: cover the frame with something active but stable. Pt-Ni NFs could also serve as hydrogenation catalyst. [ 140 ] www.MaterialsViews.com www.advancedscience.com Adv. Sci. 2015, 2, 1500085 Figure 9 . Enhanced properties of NFs. a) CV of PtCu 3 indicates a degration of NFs. Reproduced with permission. [ 141 ] Copyright 2012, American Chemical Society. b) However, the Pt 3 Ni NFs are quite stable. Reproduced with permission. [ 138 ] Copyright 2014, American Association for the Advancement of Science. c,d) NFs could serve as catalysts for organic synthesis. Reproduced with premission. [ 140, 143 ] Considering the hydrogenation of 4-nitrobenzaldehyde as a model reaction, different catalysts were tested. As drawn in Figure 8 d, Pt 3 Ni NF shows high selectivity while the turn over frequency (TOF) is relatively low comparing with other truncated structure. A good way to enhance both the activity and selectivity is by sophisticated loading Au on the frames. A proper load content would help to both increase selectivity and activity (Figure 9 d) .
Several other reactions are employed in illustrating the enhanced performances. Au triangular NF with tailorable thickness range from 1.8 nm to 6 nm shows about 2.4 times reduction rate of 4-nitrophenol, comparing to frames with thickness larger than 10 nm. [ 133 ] In catalytic reaction, the Au NFs show a reaction rate about 2 times faster than Au nanoboxes, and much faster than solid particles. [ 157 ] Oxidizing aniline to form aromatic azo compounds under mild condition could be achieved by Au-Ag octahedral NFs, the yield is about 3 times higher than Au-Ag NPs at 32 h (Figure 9 c) . [ 143 ] The applications of NFs are not restricted in organic synthesis. The Ag@AgCl NF could degrade methyl orange under irradiation and show great effi cient comparing to P25. [ 136 ] A Cu 2 O-Au complex NF was test to degrade methylene blue and results shown faster degradation than Cu 2 O. [ 158 ] In summary, NFs have shed light on improving performances of catalysts. However, there are still many problems need to be solved besides obstacles in synthesis. Stability under reaction is the fi rst concern for practical application. Though NFs possess innate instabilities, there are ways to avoid it while maintain high activities. The second thing lies on the way is that easy to scale up. Low harvest is accessible in lab, but unacceptable for industry. Exploring new reactions would also benefi t for NFs applications.
Ultrathin Nanowires Resemble Edges?
In the view of quantum theory, size determines the boundary condition of wave functions of material. If "the underlying physical laws necessary for … the whole of chemistry are thus completely know", [ 159 ] then size would no doubt determine the structures and properties of materials. From the points of geometry, the content of atoms at edge becomes larger and larger when the particle get smaller and smaller. However, as we described before, stubbornly reducing the size would risk the stability, and lose the merits of nanomaterials -easy recycle, NFs could be a solution. On the other hand, UNW may be another solution, as we have seen in section 3.2, ultrathin Au nanowires which possess high edge atom content could improve the CO production. [ 75 ] Ultrathin Pt nanowire with diameter about 3 nm also shows enhanced properties of electrochemical oxidation of formic acid or methanol comparing with commercial Pt/C catalysts. [ 119 ] The results show promising future for application of UNW. Strictly speaking, "ultrathin" is not a scientifi c expression, as it does not refer to a specifi c size range. UNWs are usually considered to be less than 10 nm in diameters in many papers, while some researchers concern the size down to sub-5 or sub-2 nm. Here we have no intend to argue which defi nition of size is more accurate, we focus on the chemical aspects of UNW. The debate of "ultrathin" may be ended one day "when … approximate practical methods of applying quantum mechanics should be developed". [ 159 ] Synthesis is always the fi rst step for material realization. There are mainly three categories of fabrication methods in general: template assist, ligand control and oriented attachment synthesis. [ 160 ] The template assist synthesis involves the use of a hard or soft structure as template, which could limit the space of nanowire growth. For example, calix(4)hydroquinone could self-assemble to nanotubes with diameter down to atomic scale, then reducing Ag salts in the space-limited nanotube would produce ultrathin Ag nanowire with 0.4 nm width. [ 161 ] Soft template may occur during the synthesis, oleylamine is a kind of amine with long alkyl chains and a C-C double bond in the middle of the chain, which in turn would allow for the easier to selfassemble in certain condition, and Au nanowires with diameter about 1.6 nm could be generate in the channel. [ 162, 163 ] Introducing the triisopropylsilane into the synthesis could accelerate the reaction with slightly changing the diameter to 1.8 nm. [ 164 ] The principle for ligand control synthesis lies on that one ligand binds very strongly on the sides of the nanostructure and greatly inhibit the growth along this direction, thus lead to the wire formation. [ 165 ] Oriented attachment may result in UNWs with constant diameter, the process is similar with polymerization reactions. SnO 2 ultrathin nanowire with diameter of ca. 0.5-2.5 and ca. 1.5-4.5 nm could be prepared via the oriented attachment of SnO 2 quantum dots. [ 166 ] An etching method of Te nanowires could also help to fabricate several kinds of metal telluride UNWs. [ 167 ] There is no limitation of fabrication method, more and more effi cient strategies may be achieved and the rationale of fabrication may be unraveled in the future.
The successful synthesis put the fi eld forward to the novel phenomena related with the ultrathin size. [ 168 ] The relative orientations and the volume fractions of the planar defect could determine the elastic modulus of nanowire. [ 169 ] However when the sizes of nanowires narrow down to ultrathin, it would be hard to determine what is defect. Ultrathin nanowires could be fl exible, and resemble the viscosity behavior of polymers. [ 170 ] What is more, ultrathin inorganic nanocoils may mimic the self-folding behavior of biomacromolecues ( Figure 10 h,i). [ 171 ] As for metal, the structure could be changed dramatically when size down to atomic level, helicity has been obtained in Au nanowires [ 172 ] and Pt nanotubes. [ 173 ] It is the structure that determines the properties. However, the details of ultrathin structure remain a challenge to study. Notwithstanding, TEM is a powerful tool to characterize the morphology, and with the help of energy disperse spectrum or other accessories, element mapping or even atomic element mapping could be realized. The higher resolution usually ties to high voltage electron beam, but ultrathin structures usually cannot withstand such high energy electron beam. Such contradiction greatly hinders the structure analysis of ultrathin nanowire. Nowadays, people are making progress. High-angle annular dark-fi eld (HAADF) imaging at low voltage could reduce the damage of materials under characterization. Gold nanowire with diameter about 1.7 nm was successfully analyzed under such technique. The nanowire is not atomic uniform along the wire, and the surface is not fl at (Figure 10 a,  b) . [ 174 ] The Ag-Au alloy UNWs possess more complete structures with icosahedral and decahedral packing along the wire www.MaterialsViews.com www.advancedscience.com ( Figure 10 c-g ). [ 175 ] The atomic structure of metal oxide UNWs might be more intricate, because their constitutions are even more complicated.
One possible factor that edge sites are active centers is the unsaturated coordination as we have discussed before. UNW may expose vast unsaturated coordinated atoms according to geometry, however, the vast experiments on different types of UNW are still lack, thus the researches of UNW are hindered. When size extremely narrows down, the boundary between molecule and crystal blurs. It would be hard to distinguish defects and conformation in ultrathin nanowires. Maybe we could use some knowledge from the statistics of polymer science, and build up a practical statistic explanation of the conformation in ultrathin nanowires. One more thing we need to notice is that the UNW may be not stable without capping agent. The strong binding ligands may prevent the abilities of ultrathin nanowires. Moreover, the use of UNW as catalyst is seldom reported, thus the better understanding of performance is hampered. In short, there is still a long way to realize the ultrathin nanowire as high active catalyst.
Looking Beyond Catalysts: Edges of Graphene
C is probably the most intriguing element in the periodic table. Regardless of that life is based on C, materials made by C have been used since ancient time, such as the "lead" in a pencil, fuel for fi re, doping in iron. Now C materials revive once again, in names of graphene, carbon nanotube, etc. Among all the allotropes of C, graphene have become a star since the preparation by repeated peeling at 2004, [ 176 ] because of the potential in overcoming the bottleneck of silica materials in semiconductor industry. Graphene is a honeycomb two dimensional semimetal materials with zero bandgap. The zero bandgap results in the inability of switching off for logic applications, [ 177 ] which is deadly for application. One of the solutions is to constrain graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) with regular edges. The theoretical explanations for opening the bandgap, in short, are the linear nature of the energy dispersion near the edges of the Brillouin zone, and different boundary conditions of wave functions imposed at the edges. [ 178 ] Thus the edge structure would determine many physical properties, like optical, [ 179, 180 ] magnetic, [ 178 ] electronic [181] [182] [183] properties. [ 174 ] Copyright 2014, American Chemical Society. c,e) Aberration-corrected STEM-HAADF images of the Ag/Au nanowires with the helical icosahedral structure in different orientations. d,g) Corresponding high-magnifi cation areas of the icosahedral packing. f) FFT obtained along the axis of the nanowire of (c) showing the 5-fold symmetry of Au nanowires. Reproduced with permission. [ 175 ] Copyright 2011, American Chemical Society. h) The folding of ultrathin inorganic materials. Reproduced with permission. [ 171 ] Copyright 2013, American Chemical Society. Schematic of 2D cluster-assembly and possible variations in the ultrathin nanoribbon conformation. Reproduced with permission. [ 170 ] Copyright 2013, American Chemical Society.
Here we briefl y review the types of edges, synthesis methods and electrochemical properties of edges in graphene. There are several types of edge structures, including achiral and chiral edges, stable, metastable and transition structures. [ 184 ] Though there is no perfect method to synthesis high quality graphene with perfect edge structure yet, the fabrication technique is making progress. [ 185 ] As for researches of chemical difference between edges and basal plane, electrochemical properties are powerful evidence, though there have been so few studies. [ 186 ] In general, there are two types of achiral edges in GRNs, one is zigzag GNR (ZGNR), the other is armchair GNR (AGNR), based on the orientation of hexagons ( Figure 11 a-c) . These are two most seen edge structures after Joule heating of graphene. [ 187 ] The chiral-GNR (CGNR) is composed by a combination of armchair and zigzag sites. The zigzag edges are metastable and easy to reconstruction into pentagon-heptagon confi gurations at room temperature based on theoretical calculations. [ 188 ] The chemical natures of zigzag sites and armchair (56)]. In the right is structure of EK edges. b) Experimental evidence of zigzag reconstruction. c) Experimental evidence of armchair edge reconstruction. Reproduced with premission. [ 185, 191 ] Copyright 2013, Royal Society of Chemistry; Copyright 2014, American Chemical Society. d) Schematic representation of the method used for unzipping carbon nanotubes to form graphene nanoribbons. Reproduced with permission. [ 184 ] Copyright 2011, Royal Society of Chemistry. sites were long under debating that whether there are substituent groups. However, a complete study of theoretical and experimental studies from various standpoints shown that the zigzag sites are carbene-like and armchair sites are carbynelike structure with neither H-terminated nor unadulterated free σ radicals. [ 189 ] Another type of edges consists of series of dangling C atoms protruding from a zigzag edges, is called extended Klein (EK) edge, which is assumed unstable. [ 190 ] EK edges have been observed in recent studies under aberrationcorrected transmission electron microscopy (AC-TEM), results illustrate that they would turn back to zigzag edge structures or reconstruction to pentagonal edge structures in short time. [ 191 ] One thing need to be really careful about the characterization with TEM is the reconstruction under high energy electron beams. For example, the maximum energy of an 80 keV incident electron that can be transferred to a carbon atom is 15.8 eV, and the knock-on energy threshold for ejection of an in-lattice carbon atom with three bonds is 17 eV. It seems safe to observe edge structure under such condition, however, the threshold drops below to 15 eV for sites with a neighboring vacancy. [ 192 ] Such concern may expand to characterization in other nanomaterials. As for using STM and AFM to obtain edge structures, the low scan speed to get high resolution is really a risk for stability, the substrate and temperature would also infl uence the image of real atom arrangement. The spectrum method may be a good solution for mild and effi cient characterization. [ 193 ] All carbons show common features in their Raman spectra, the peaks lied at around 1580 and 1350 cm −1 are called G and D peaks respectively. For ideal zigzag edges, the D peak is zero, and large for armchair in principle. This implies the possibility to characterize the edge structure simply by Raman spectra, however, the real sample does not show such obvious feature. [ 194 ] There are many fabrication method for GNR, including mechanical or chemical methods. Among all the methods, chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is benefi t for large amount synthesis in a relative short time, and the deposited GNR can be easily transferred onto other substrate. The growth of graphene by CVD might follow the classic crystal growth theory. [ 195 ] During CVD growth, C atoms are incorporated on the edges from the catalyst surface, however, the details at atomic scale are still needed to be explored. The shapes of graphene prepared by CVD are determined by the catalysts and other parameters, as well as the edge structure, [ 196 ] since the graphene edge may be terminated by catalyst atoms. For example, the Cu terminated zigzag edge dramatically reduces the threshold barrier to add carbon atoms from 2.47 to 0.80 eV, thus lead to a fast growth of armchair edge. [ 197 ] Unzipping CNTs along their longitudinal direction is an effi cient method to prepare regular edge structure. Several kinds of unzipping methods are developed in various condition (Figure 11 d) . Multi-wall CNTs can be unzipped in the oxidative condition with H 2 SO 4 and KMnO 4 , [ 198 ] or by intercalation and exfoliation with alkali-metal and NH 3 . [ 199 ] Cutting graphene with catalyst NPs like thermally activated nickel NPs can also produce smooth and orientated graphene edges. [ 200 ] Other methods using electron or other beam could also be utilized to unzip the CNTs. [ 201 ] The as prepared GNRs could be further modifi ed using STM lithography, [ 202 ] chemical etching. [ 203 ] The etching strategy can extend to modify the structure of MoS 2 . [ 204 ] Meanwhile, another "bottom-up" method is emerging, the onsurface polymerization from specifi c small molecules to GNR is a fascinating strategy to control GNR structure. [ 205 ] Modifying the edge structure with different heteroatoms would also help to tune the bandgap. [ 206 ] Both the covalent or noncovalent bonding at edges are available for decoration [ 207, 208 ] via various methods. [ 209 ] Readers could fi nd a comprehensive review written by Georgakilas et al. [ 210 ] Functionalization of graphene is of great interest in chemistry, and the well-functionalized graphene expand their potential in various applications. [ 211 ] The chemical environments of basal plane and edge are different, one can foresee that their electrochemical properties are not the same. For instance, metal nanowire [ 212 ] or metal oxide nanowire [ 213 ] can be deposited at the edges of graphite instead of on the basal plane. However, direct test of edge is of extremely diffi cult because of the obstacle to fabricate electrode on edges and nearly inevitable interference of basal plane. By applying CV for the oxidation of ferrocyanide and KCl solution at highly orient pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) electrode, on behalf of basal plane, and at an edge plane pyrolytic graphite electrode, the calculated electron transfer-rate constant of edge is 7 orders of magnitude higher than the basal plane. [ 214 ] In situ AFM [ 215 ] and high resolution atomic force electrochemical microscopy [ 216 ] illustrate that the basal plane is not totally inert, the electron can also transfer at pristine graphic basal plane. A recent electrochemical test using region-specifi c cover with non-conducting pinhole-free thin fi lm on single layer graphene sheets reveals that the edge is over 4 orders of magnitude higher specifi c capacitance, and has faster electron transfer rate than basal plane. [ 217 ] 
Conclusion
In conclusion, edges are important parts of particles. The atoms on edge sites may be more active than atoms of facets. There are several reasons for this, including different chemical environments compared with atoms on inner surfaces, which may also lead to charge redistribution at interface, low CN. Research on MoS 2 and related materials clearly shows that it is the edges that promote hydrogen evolution. Further studies to enhance the activity should be carried out focusing on the tuning of edge structures. Inverse catalysts represent another aspect of edge sites: the edge of an interface. The cooperation of various components around the interface can help to realize new reactions or to optimize low effi ciency reactions. Edges of nanoparticles may also serve as highly active centers for reactions. Two kinds of novel structures, NFs and UNWs, are considered as atypical edges. It is not surprising that NFs have unique catalytic activities. However, the catalytic performances of UNWs are less studied yet. When the size of UNWs approach the molecular level, the boundary of the crystal and molecule should be reconsidered. Looking beyond the edges in catalysts, the edge structure of graphene is also essential for their physical or chemical properties. The band structures of zigzag or armchair edge sites in graphene are quite different, and this is also true for other 2D materials, such as MoS 2 . [ 218 ] In short, the edges of two dimensional materials are pivotal for their applications.
Despite the great success in material fabrication, there are still many obstacles that hinder the understanding of nanoworld. As size decreases, the characterization of materials become diffi cult, mainly because of the inherent instability of materials. Our limited understanding of crystals or solids at sizes near the molecular level may also hamper the realization of applications. Furthermore, the identifi cation of the active center in heterogeneous catalyst is still a challenge in many cases due to the lack of proper method to track the reactions. Although computer-aided calculations have achieved great success in detailing many reactions, they usually require a long time to achieve suitable accuracy. Therefore further research, both experimental and theoretical, needs to be done to decipher the structures and properties of nanomaterials in the future.
